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Date, time and location of your Earth Science SOL 

 

Spend time reading the Essential Questions shown with each unit.  See if you can answer the 

questions that are being asked.  If you are having difficulty answering questions in a particular 

unit, spend more time reviewing those sections in the pages that discusses each topic.  Analyze 

the Sample SOL Questions provided with each unit.  There should be at least one sample 

question for each topic within a given unit.   

 

Please study this information well.  Knowing this information will make an enormous difference 

in your success on the SOL.  Study it often.  Read over it at least once a day.  You will get to 

the point where you are tired of reading it because it has become so familiar…this is a good 

thing!  It means that you are learning it and your brain is storing it.  Spend time reviewing the 

graphic organizer pages and add information as necessary.  You may find there are things that 

would be helpful to add…please do!   

 

Remember, what you get out of something is directly proportional to what you put into it.  If 

you put in the time and effort preparing, you will be rewarded with a passing score. 

 

I wish you success on all of your SOL’s! 

 

Ms. Edwards  

Teacher Key
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 The SI units are g/cm

3

 or g/mL.   

 Density measures how tightly packed a substance is.   

 Example:  If a rock has a volume of 20cm

3

 and a mass of 30g.  What is the density?  D = 30g / 20cm

3

 

= 1.5g / cm

3

.  

 Warm (air, water, magma) rises because it is less dense. Cold (air, water, magma) sinks because it is more 

dense.  As pressure increases so does density.   

 Specific Gravity is the comparison of the density of a substance to the density of water. 

Key Vocabulary: mass, volume, density, specific gravity 

 

Sample SOL Questions 

 

Which of the following puts the steps of a scientific experiment in the 

correct order? 

 

A 2, 1, 3, 4   

B 4, 2, 3, 1   

C 2, 1, 4, 3 _   

D 2, 3, 1, 4 

 

 

A student set up an experiment to test the effects of soil compaction on plant growth. The student 

put equal weights of moist soil into 10 containers, planted a bean seed one inch deep in each 

container, and then firmly compacted the soil in 5 of the containers. After the seeds sprouted, the 

student measured the height of each plant every day and kept a record of the results. What else must 

the student do over time to ensure a valid experiment? 

 

F  Water any container in which the soil feels dry 

G Water all of the containers the same amount and at the same time _ 

H Water any of the plants that seem to be growing more slowly than the others 

J  Water the plants in compacted soil more 

than those in uncompacted soil 

 

 

 

One step in determining the metal content of a ring is to find the 

volume of the ring. What is the volume of this ring? 

 

A 1.7 mL _ 

B 3.0 mL 

C 4.7 mL 

D 7.1 mL 

 

 

 

A student found the rock shown here and weighed it to determine its mass.  

What steps should the student take to find its density? 

 

A Determine its volume by how much water it displaces, then divide mass by volume. 

B Determine its volume by multiplying length x width x height, the divide mass by 

 volume. 

C Crush the rock to a powder and measure its volume in a graduated cylinder, then divide mass by volume. 

D Determine its volume using the formula for the volume of a sphere (V = 4/3r

3

), then divide mass by volume. 

 

 

Application 

One the following page, you will find diagrams to label, information to be completed or questions to be answered. 

Please complete the page accurately and study the information contained there. 
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The 4 Branches of Earth Science: 

 

Geology – the study of          Oceanography – the study of        

                             

                             

 

 

 

 

Meteorology – the study of         Astronomy – the study of         

                             

                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scientific Method Definitions:       Density:  Calculate the density of the  

                   following mineral samples and plot  

Hypothesis -                the data on the graph. 

                Sample #1: mass=90g, volume=30mL 

Independent Variable -           

                Sample #2: mass=75g, volume=25mL 

Dependent Variable -            

                Sample #3: mass=60g, volume=20mL 

Constant -               

                 

Control -                

                 

Conclusion -                

                  

 

Measurements:            Measuring Tools: indicate what SI unit is   

SI for distance/length: _______        determined when using these tools and what 

SI for volume: ________ or ________      they are used to measure. 

SI for mass: _________ 

SI for density of regular solids:           

SI for density of irregular solids:                      

SI for temperature:                         

DV (units) 

I

V

 (units)

 

earth's physical structure, history

and processes.

the atmosphere, climates and 

weather.

ocean floor and 

ocean processes.

the stars, planets and

galaxies.

Educated guess

the variable being tested and can

the variable being measured.

be changed.

the variable that cannot be changed.

the standard by which the results are measured.

Statement that indicated if hypothesis is correct or

not.

1. 3 g/ml
2. 3 g/ml
3. 3 g/ml

meter (m)

liters (L) cubic m (m
3    )

gram (g)

g/cm
3

g/ml

Kelvin (K)

grams (g)

Mass

meteres (m)

Length

Liters (L)

Volume

DV
IV
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Part Three: Global Positioning Systems 

Global Positioning Systems (GPS) are used to identify places on Earth.  It uses a system of satellites (24) that 

 orbit the Earth, send out radio signals and communicate with base stations (or control stations) and user 

 equipment. 

Things GPS can tell you: 

 Latitude/Longitude 

 Speed of travel and direction of travel 

 elevation 

Things GPS cannot tell you: temperature (that’s measured by a thermometer…but you knew that!...right?) 

When using a hand held unit, you record locations by marking them with a waypoint. 

Key Vocabulary: elevation, GPS, latitude, longitude, satellite, waypoint 

 

Sample SOL Questions 

 

The river shown on the topographic map flows fastest at point — 

 

F 1 

G 2 

H 3 

J 4 

 

 

 

 

On the topographic map provided, what is the elevation of point 

III? 

 

A  1260 feet _ 

B  1280 feet 

C  1300 feet 

D  1360 feet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The longitude of Richmond, Virginia, on the map to the right is 

approximately — 

 

F 75

o

 W _ 

G 38

o

 N 

H 38

o

 W 

J 75

o

 N 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There have been no released SOL test questions for GPS!...yet. 

 

Application 

One the following page, you will find diagrams to label, information to be completed or questions to be answered.   

Please complete the page accurately and study the information contained there. 
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General Mapping:          GPS:              

                             

                             

               3 Basic components: 

                1.             

                2.             

                3.             

               Allows you to find: 

                1.             

Latitude lines run ________/_________ but they always  2.             

measure _______/_______ of the __________________.  3.             

The highest measurement is ________ 

o

N or _______ 

o

S.  4.             

The lowest measurement is 0

o

 at the ________________. Major uses: 

Longitude lines run ________/_______ but they always               

measure _______/_______ of the __________________                

____________________. The highest measurement is   

________ 

o

 which is called the _____________________  Topographic Profiles: 

___________  ___________.  The lowest measurement is         

0

o

 at the ________________.               

Label a latitude line and a longitude line on the globe         

shown above.                   

 

Topographic Maps: After defining the following terms, label the topographic map with the number of the term. 

1. contour line –             

                

2. index contour –            

                

3. hachure line –             

                

4. benchmark –             

                

5. spot shot –              

                

6. how you know where the river is –                     

Color an area of gentle slopes in one color and steep slopes in another.   steep  gentle 

Things topographic maps show:                      

                             

 

General map features:                       

                             

East             West

North         South                     Equator

90                            90

Equator

North            South

East             West                    Prime                              

Meridian

180 International 

date Line

Prime Meridian

Global Positioning System

Satellites

radio signals

base stations

Latitude/Longitude

Speed of travel

Direction of travel

Elevation

Travel, Military, Hiking.

Vertical view

Side View

(Contour Map)

(Profile)

connect lines of equal elevation.

contour line that is thicker and labled with

the elevation

lines that indicate a depression

marked point of exact elevation of a specific

point.

indicated by an "X" usually the peak of a hill or 

mountain.

Contour lines will form a "V" and point upstream.

shows relief using countour lines.  Relief is the highs and lows of the land.

Hills, valleys, rivers, depressions, gentle slope, steep slope.
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Part Five: The Rock Cycle 

The rock cycle shows how the earth's rocks are changed again and again. The rocks can be changed at times to 

another type of rock. The rock cycle can begin anywhere in the cycle. Here’s how it works… 

 Igneous rocks start as magma.  Technically, ALL rocks start as magma. 

 The magma (molten rock under the surface) and lava (molten rock on the surface) hardens into igneous 

rock.  

 The igneous rock then breaks apart over time through the process of weathering.  

 These bits of broken rock are washed away by rains and deposited in a river.  

 These pieces of igneous rocks are cemented together with other bits of rock and form a sedimentary rock 

called conglomerate.  

 Over time sedimentary rocks can be buried by earthquakes or other geologic processes.  

 Being buried deep under the surface in areas of high temperatures and pressures or coming in contact with 

magma can cause these sedimentary rocks to change to metamorphic rocks.  

 Metamorphic, sedimentary or igneous rocks can be remelted to form magma, beginning at the beginning 

again. 

 

Rocks are changed by processes such as… 

 weathering and erosion (and deposition) to form sediments 

  -Weathering is the process that breaks rocks into smaller pieces called sediments.  

  -Erosion is the movement of weathered materials to new locations, where they are then deposited. 

  -Deposition is the laying down of rock forming material from any natural process. 

  -Sediments are small pieces of loose materials such as rock fragments, mineral grains, and bits of plant  

   and animal remains. 

 compaction and cementation 

  - Compaction occurs when small sediments stick together to form solid rock. 

  - Cementation occurs when large sediments are glued together by minerals deposited between the  

   sediments. 

 melting – when rocks are buried deep enough to be melted back into magma 

 cooling and hardening – allows crystals to form 

 heat and pressure – when existing rocks are buried deep and are heated by a nearby source of magma 

 

Key Vocabulary:  cementation/compaction, cooling and hardening, deposition, heat/pressure, lava, magma, 

melting, rock cycle, sediment, weathering/erosion 

 

Sample SOL Questions 

 

Cyanite (Al

2

SiO

5

), quartz (SiO

2

), and leucite (KAlSi

2

O

6

) may be grouped together because they all 

contain — 

 

F aluminum 

G carbon 

H potassium 

J silicon 

 

 

The chart shows the Mohs scale for measuring the hardness of minerals. A 

mineral that can scratch fluorite and can be scratched by orthoclase is able 

to — 

 

A scratch both calcite and quartz 

B be scratched by both calcite and quartz 

C scratch calcite and be scratched by quartz _ 

D scratch quartz and be scratched by calcite 
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Which of the following minerals found in the northern Piedmont province is known as “fool’s gold”? 

 

A Pyrite _ 

B Hematite 

C Galena 

D Limonite 

 

 

 

Of these igneous rocks, which would contain the largest crystals? 

A Granite _ 

B Obsidian 

C Pumice 

D Rhyolite 

 

 

 

 

 

The rock shown is composed primarily of large crystals that were formed by — 

 

A cooling magma 

B compacting shells 

C weathering 

D faulting 

 

 

 

When granite is subjected to high enough amounts of heat and pressure to change it but not melt it, 

granite changes into — 

 

A a metamorphic rock 

B a sedimentary rock 

C sediments 

D an igneous rock 

 

 

The diagram on the right shows a test for which mineral property? 

A Hardness 

B Cleavage 

C Luster 

D Streak 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Application 

One the following page, you will find diagrams to label, information to be completed or questions to be answered.   

Please complete the page accurately and study the information contained there. 
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Mineral Characteristics: (5 things)      Minerals with Special Properties: 

1.               Mica –              

2.               Sulfur –             

3.               Magnetite –            

4.               Galena –             

5.               Talc –              

Mineral Tests for Identification:       Halite –             

1.               Calcite –             

2.               Graphite –             

3.               Moh’s Hardness Scale:  Complete the table. 

4.                #  Mineral   Can be scratched by a… 

5.                  1 

6.                2  

7.                3 

8.                4 

Key Mineral Examples:          5 

Rock Forming Minerals (4)           6 

                7 

Ore Forming Minerals (6)           8 

                9 

                10 

 

Rocks and the Rock Cycle:  Complete the table below.  Using this information, complete the rock cycle by 

placing the appropriate letter in the box or oval in the diagram.   

Rock 

Type & 

Info 

Process 

of 

Formation 

Sub-types 

& 

Characteristics 

 

 

Examples 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Igneous 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sedimen- 

tary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Meta- 

morphic 

 

 

 

 

 

Rocks: 

A –            

B –            

C –            

Intermediate Materials: 

D –           

E –            

 

Formed by natural processes

inorganic (non-living)

Solid

Chemical Compostion

Crystal structure.

Color (least reliable)

Hardness

Luster 

Metallic

Non-Metallic

Streak

Cleavage

Fracture (jagged)

(smooth)

Feldspar, Mica, Hornblende,

quartz

Halite (salt), Graphite (pencil lead)

sulfur (medicine), Magnetite (magnets), Talc (powder), 

Bauxite (aluminum), Hematite (iron)

splits into thin sheets (cleavage)

smells bad (rotten egg)

magnetic

poweder

salt

lead

fizzes when acid is dropped on it.

used in pencil lead.

Talc                       2-10

Gypsum                3-10

Calcite                   4-10

Flourite                  5-10

Apatite                   6-10

Orthoclase            7-10

Quartz                  8-10

Topaz                  9-10

Corundum          10

Diamond              10 

Melting and 
Cooling

Compaction and 
Cementation.

heat and 
pressure

Intrusive 
 large crystals b/c
it cools slowly                   granite

Exstrusive
 Small crystals b/c it 
cools quickly

obsidian

Clastic
Fragments of other 
rocks.

Organic
remains of organisms.

Chemical/ mineral
grains left behind after
solution evaporates

Shale
Sandstone

coal
Limestone

Rock salt
Gypsum

Foliated 
visible Layers or bands

Non-foliated
no visible layers or 
bands

Slate
Gneiss

Marble
Quartzite

Igneous

Metamorphic

Sedimentary

Sediments

 Magma

(D)

(E)

(A)

(B)

(C)
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Sample SOL Questions 

 

Even though the Earth’s inner core is hotter than the liquid outer core, it is still 

solid because — 

 

A the heat rising from the inner core is melting the outer core 

B there is more water in the outer core and it dilutes the materials 

C the outer core is farther from the center, and there is less gravity holding it  together 

D the pressure from all of Earth’s layers keeps it in a solid state 

 

All of the following support the theory of continental drift except that — 

 

F the continents seem to fit together like pieces of a puzzle 

G there are similar fossils on different continents 

H mountain ranges in South America and Africa line up 

J the North Pole and Antarctica are covered with ice 

 

The mountain shown is composed of deformed sedimentary 

layers. They are located near a tectonic plate boundary and are 

still increasing in elevation due to — 

 

A colliding tectonic plates _ 

B seafloor spreading of tectonic plates 

C subduction of a tectonic plate 

D transform faulting of a tectonic plate 

 

Which of the following is not considered a result of the movement of tectonic plates? 

 

F Earthquakes 

G Mountain ranges 

H Increased volcanic activity 

J Karst topography 

 

Geologists think that parts of the Appalachian Mountains formed originally from sediments 

accumulating in shallow swamps. The weight of the sediments caused the area beneath them to sink, 

allowing more sediments to accumulate. The process continued until many layers had formed. Then 

tectonic processes folded the layered sediments into a range of mountains. What evidence for this 

theory can be found in the current structure of these mountains? 

 

A Some rocks making up these mountains show signs of volcanism. 

B The form of these mountains is very eroded. 

C The mountains exhibit folded layers of rocks containing fossils from shallow water. _ 

D The mountain range consists of parallel ridges of different ages 

 

Which provides the best evidence for the theory that faults and volcanoes are results of tectonic 

plate interactions? 

 

F  Faults on tectonic plates are in constant motion, but volcanoes may not erupt for many years. 

G Faults and volcanoes existed long before there were tectonic plates. 

H Tectonic plates that have many faults do not usually have volcanoes. 

J Faults and volcanoes are often found at tectonic plate boundaries. 

 

Application 

One the following pages, you will find diagrams to label, information to be completed or questions to be answered.   

Please complete the pages accurately and study the information contained there. 
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Layers of the Earth: Label and define the layers shown.   Faults:  Identify each type of fault shown.  Label the  

               hanging wall and the foot wall.  Identify the force for 

               each.  Show the direction that the rock moves on  

               each side of the fault line. 

                

                

                      Fault 

                

               Force:        

 

I.        –          

                  

II.        –                 Fault 

                 Force:        

III.          –        

                 

IV.          –        

                        Fault 

                

4 Evidences for Continental Drift Theory:    Force:        

1.                 

2.                 

3.                       Fault 

4.                Force:        

 

 

Boundary Types:  Identify the 3 boundary types shown and provide the requested information.  Also, in the dia-

grams below, match the cross-section with the map view of the plate boundaries. 

 

             Transform Boundary: ____ & ____.   

              Plates move            .   

              The force is            . 

              An example is            . 

             Divergent Boundary: ____ & ____. 

              Plates move            . 

              The force is            . 

              One type is:            . 

               Example:            . 

              Second type is:            . 

               Example:            . 

             Convergent Boundary: ____ & ____. 

              Plates move            . 

              The force is            . 

              One type is:            . 

               Example:            . 

              Second type is:            . 

               Example:            . 

              Third type is:            . 

               Example:            .

 

Crust                                     Outer layer, also known as the 

lithospher.

Mantle                                  very hot and dense; flows because          Reverse                       

of convection currents.

Outer Core                                        consists of heavy metals

(Ni+Fe) and is liquid.

Inner Core                                         hottest layer but is solid

due to pressure from all of the other layers.

magnetic bands in rocks

fossils of tropical plants in Antarctica

fossils of tropical animals in Antarctica

fossils of fish found in mountain rock.

Normal

tension

compression

strike-slip

shearing

Thrust

compression

R            I
paste each other

shearing

San Andreas Fault

P            U

Away from each other

tension

seafloor spreading

Mid-Atlantic Ridge

rift valley

The Great African Rift Valley

Q           U

toward each other

compression

ocean to ocean

Aleutian Island Arc Chain

Ocean to Continent

Andes Mountains
Continent to Continent

Appalachain Mountains
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Earthquake Terms:  Define the terms below.  Also, identify the term that matches the letter in the diagram. 

Seismo –              Fault –              

Seismology –             Focus –             

Seismologist –             Epicenter –             

Seismograph –              

Seismogram –             W –        

Richter Scale –             X –         

Mercalli Scale –             Z –         

 

Seismic Waves: 

 

Seismic 

 

 

 

Waves 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wave 

Letter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wave 

Name 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Order of 

Arrival 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Motion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Force 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Volcanoes:  Complete the missing information for the table below. 

Picture:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Example:  

 

  

Type:  

 

  

Magma 

Type: 

   

Eruption 

Info: 

   

Slope 

Info: 

 

 

 

  

Where 

found: 

 

 

 

  

 

earthquakes and seismic waves

study of earthquakes and seismic waves

person who studies earthquakes and waves

instrument that records length and serverity of earthquakes

graph recording of earthquake activity

measures strength of earthquake (1 to 10)

measures damage (I-XII)

break or crack in Earth's surface.

point inside Earch where energy is released.

point at Earth's surface above the focus

Fault

Epicenter

Focus

P S L

Primary Secondary Surface or long

1st 2nd 3rd

Push-Pull side to side at righ angles elliptical and rolling

compression shearing tension

Cinder Composite Sheild

Violent quiet and violent quiet

Steep Steep low, very broad, gently sloping
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Part Six:  Human Usage on Water Quality  

Waste from industry, fertilizers, pesticides, and salt from oceans will all pollute our groundwater.   Water 

conservation describes measures set forth to conserve water. Examples include: trying to find other supplies of 

fresh water, desalination (removal of salt), discouraging excess use of water from table, and recycling used 

water. 

 

Key Vocabulary: conservation, desalination 

 

Sample SOL Questions 

 

 

Which answer below matches the number in the drawing with the correct 

name of a sedimentary formation? 

 

A 1-delta, 2-continental rise, 3-flood plain 

B 1-alluvial fan, 2-flood plain, 3-delta _ 

C 1-barrier island, 2-continental shelf, 3-alluvial fan 

D 1-continental shelf, 2-continental rise, 3-barrier island 

 

 

Which of these substances plays the most important part in chemical 

weathering? 

 

F Wind    G Water _    H Ice      J Frost 

 

 

 

By how much has the length of the delta increased from 1982 to 1996? 

 

F 2 km   G 4 km _    H 6 km   J 8 km 

 

 

 

 

What is located beneath soil layers? 

 

A Bedrock _    B Humus     C Lava      D Tundra 

 

 

Which of these pieces of basalt rock has probably been in a river the longest? 

                  

 

 

Organic matter in soil is made from — 

 

F weathered parent rock 

G decayed plants and animals _ 

H acid rain 

J carbon dioxide 

 

Sinkholes associated with natural processes are characteristic of what type of bedrock? 

 

F Limestone _   G Granite     H Basalt      J Gneiss 
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Why does water move more slowly through clay than through humus? 

 

A Clay has greater permeability. 

B Clay has very small pore spaces. _ 

C Clay prevents capillary attraction of water. 

D Clay reduces evaporation rates. 

 

 

 

The picture above shows that one of the main pollution problems associated with sinkholes is that — 

 

A they can destroy roadways 

B tractors can fall into them 

C homes can be damaged by them 

D they can connect directly to the water table 

 

 

Which diagram below best represents the most common arrangement of zones in a water table? 

 

            

 

 

Oil spills have a tremendous impact on the ocean environment, and the oil must be cleaned up after 

these spills. A new technique for cleaning oil from beaches is called bioremediation. This technique 

uses naturally occurring bacteria to break down the oil. How is this accomplished? 

 

A The bacteria bind with the oil and bring it to land. 

B The bacteria pull the oil down to the ocean floor. 

C The bacteria chemically change the oil into less harmful substances. _ 

D The bacteria die and absorb the oil. 

 

Application 

One the following pages, you will find diagrams to label, information to be completed or questions to be answered.   

Please complete the pages accurately and study the information contained there. 
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Groundwater and the Water Cycle:  Use the number of the term listed below and label that item in the 

diagram.  Then define the terms. 

 

1. condensation –          

            

2. evaporation –          

            

3. evapotranspiration –       

            

4. groundwater –          

            

5. precipitation –          

            

6. runoff –           

            Weathering:  List the two types of weathering define them and   

7. surface water –         give examples of each. 

                   –            

8. water table –                          

                             

9. zone of aeration –               –            

                             

10. zone of saturation –                        

                             

 

1. cavern –           

            

2. column –           

            

3. disappearing stream –       

            

4. limestone –          

            

5. sinkhole –           

            

6. stalactite –          Briefly discuss the following human impacts to ground- 

            water. 

7. stalagmite –         Burning fossil fuels –             

                             

8. underground stream –                        

            Dumping of fertilizers, herbicides & pesticides –       

In Virginia, karst regions are found in the                    

          province.                  

Define karst:          Overuse of groundwater –            

                             

                            

 

Gas Liquid

Liquid Gas

Moisture from

Vegetation

water below Earth's surface.

liquid too heavy to stay in 

the clouds

precipitation that does not soak into

the gound.

water on Earth's surface.

upper layer of zone of 

saturation

between Earth's surface

and water table.

between water table 

and bedrock

cave

when stalagtite and stalagmite join

stream that drops into

a sinkhole

sedimentary rock found in Valley 

and Ridge

depression in Earth's surface caused

by cave's roofs collapse

on the ceiling

on the ground

stream in a cave

Valley and Ridge

landforms made from dissolving

limestone

pollutants can enter the gound water after falling

to the ground in the precipitation.

4

7

23

1

5

6

8

10

9

Physical Ice Wedging

Chemical hydrolosis

4

1
2

7
8

35

6

water pollution

wells dry up
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The 4 agents of erosion are       ,      ,      , &      . 

Models of Mass Wasting:  Identify the models below based on the description of each. 

              

                             

- high velocity event   - high velocity event   - very low velocity event   - low velocity event 

- material is loose   - material breaks off   - caused by heating/cooling,  - material is connected 

- material is dry    - rotational       freezing, thawing, wetting,    (talus) 

- results in talus    - creates scarps      drying       - wet, not saturated 

 

Carrying Capacity of Streams and Rivers:  The diagram shows which particles drop out, in order, as stream 

velocity slows down.  Identify the particles in the order in which they settle.  Draw the symbol for that particle in 

the box to the left of the term you choose. 

 

       – largest particle size  

       – 2

nd

 to settle out   

       – 3

rd

 to settle out   

       – last to settle out   

 

Stages of River Development:  Identify the river stages and give 3 facts about  Soil Profile:  Briefly describe  

each stage.  Facts should include the speed of the water, the size particles each   each layer in the space below 

can carry and any landforms associated with each.         the diagram. 

      

 

                     

                     

                     O         

                             

                     A         

                             

                     B         

Oxbows and River Turns:  Indicate the areas of deposition (4) and erosion (4)          

on the diagram below.  Show how the oxbow will form.  Indicate the location of  C         

the channel of the stream as it travels through the cut banks and point bars.          

                     Parent        

                            

                     Another name for a soil layer  

                     is a soil ________________. 

                     Together they make a  

                            .

 

gravity glacier wind water

1
2

3
4

1

2

3

4

Young Mature Old

water  moves fast water slows down water flows very slow

living things, earth's surface

roots, humus, 

bedrock

small rocks

rock

horizon

profile

gravel

sand
clay
silt

waterfalls meanders (starts to 

form curves)

large flood plain

oxbows formsmall flood plainrapids

E

D

D
E

D

E

E
D

SLUMPLANDSLIDE RUNOFFCREEP
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Sample SOL Questions 

 

Which of the following is a renewable source of energy? 

 

F Natural gas   G Coal   H Oil    J Falling water 

 

 

One method of lessening the environmental impact of strip mining is to — 

 

A mine only nontoxic materials 

B only mine during the evening hours 

C feed the animals displaced by the mine 

D require that the landscape and vegetation of mined lands be restored  

 

 

Limestone is a valuable resource in Virginia because limestone can be processed to make — 

 

F plastic   G steel   H concrete _   J plywood  

 

 

Application 

One the following page, you will find diagrams to label, information to be completed or questions to be answered.   

Please complete the page accurately and study the information contained there.  
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Renewable resources –                         

                             

Non-renewable resources –                       

                             

 

Fossil Fuels:  Identify the regions in the diagram below.  Use the key to help you locate them.  Color as needed.  

Also, add labels to the diagram for the other two terms listed. 

 

  gas filled sandstone     impermeable rock    Fossil Fuel Types: (define) 

  oil filled sandstone     impermeable shale    Coal -          

  water filled sandstone    permeable limestone             

  oil well        cap rock                

                   Oil -          

                             

                             

                             

                   Natural Gas –       

Fossil Fuel Advantage:                        

Fossil Fuel Disadvantage:                       

Identify each form alternative energy source represented by the pictures below.  Briefly define 

each and list at least one advantage and one disadvantage of using each. 

Alternative 

Energy 

Sources 

Any natural resource that can be replenished naturally over a period of time.

Any natural resource that cannot be produced, grown, generated or used within the scale which

can match it's consumption rate.

A A
B

B

B

C

D

E
EF

G

H
H

Solar Engergy
energy the earth receives from the
sun in the form of Solar Radiation.

Advantage- clean source, no pollutants or harmful
radiation

Disadvantage-cose, problem with cloudy
days.

Nuclear Energy
energy produced from atomic reactions
(splitting of atoms and the releasing of energy-Fission)
Advantage- no harmful gases
Disadvantage-waste material produced, Highly radioactive that is 
hard to store...may last 10,000 years.

  

Hydroelectric Energy
converts energy produced from 
water falling over a dam into
electricity.

Advantage-renewable, water can be
used over and over.

Disadvantage-could cause flooding 
of surronding areas, cost.

Wind Energy
converts energy from wind turning wind turbines into
electricity.

Advantage- clean

Disadvantage- unpredictable, inconsistend wind
velocity (speed).

Geothermal Energy
using the heat from magma in the earth to heat water to
produce steam.  Steam in pressurized and spins turbines
which produces electricity.

          Advantage- reliable and clean, no pollutants
                     
                         Disadvantage- not as convenient as fossil
                                        fuels.

A

D

C

E

B

F

G FOSSIL FUEL

FOSSIL FUEL

FOSSIL FUEL

PRODUCES ENERGY, EASILY AVAILABLE

CANNOT BE RENEWED AS QUICKLY AS IT IS 
USED

NONRENEWABLE

NONRENEWABLE

NONRENEWABLE
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Sample SOL Questions 

Volcanic ash has occasionally formed molds of animals. This occurs when the ash covers the animal 

and — 

 

F replaces the animal’s soft tissues     H hardens before the animal decays 

G enters the animal’s body cavity      J mineralizes the animal’s bones 

 

 

In which type of rock are fossils most likely to be found? 

 

F Igneous intrusive  G Igneous extrusive  H Sedimentary _  J Metamorphic 

 

 

Rock layers tell a story about their past. What is the basic assumption that is made when reading this 

story? 

 

F The composition of the Earth’s atmosphere has been constant. 

G The Earth’s crust cooled and then remelted before rock layers began to form. 

H The processes in the rock cycle were the same in the past as they are today. _ 

J Chemical reactions in the past were slower than they are today. 

 

 

Which of these is the best indication of the relative age of a rock layer? 

 

A The thickness of the layer 

B The chemical makeup of the layer 

C The position of the layer compared to other layers _ 

D The distance the layer extends over the Earth 

 

 

According to the graph on the right, a piece of timber containing one-

eighth of the amount of carbon-14 that is found in a living tree died about 

how many years ago? 

 

A 5,700 years   B 11,400 years   C 17,100 years _  D 22,800 years 

 

 

Which vertebrate did not live during the time of the dinosaurs (the Mesozoic Era)? 

A     B      C     D  

 

Of the following, the largest division on the geologic time scale is — 

 

A a year    B an epoch    C an era _   D a period 

 

 

Which of the following was primarily responsible for the development of life outside of the oceans? 

F A decrease in atmospheric hydrogen 

G A decrease in atmospheric carbon dioxide 

H An increase in atmospheric nitrogen 

J An increase in atmospheric oxygen 

 

 

Application 

One the following pages, you will find diagrams to label, information to be completed or questions to be answered.   

Please complete the pages accurately and study the information contained there.  
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rinciples, Rules & Laws of Relative Dating:  Number the events (1 – 12) beginning with the oldest, ending 

with the youngest.  Additionally, define the terms below AND indicate the event numbers that are associated with  

that term.  Numbers may be used with more than one term. 

 

cross-cutting relationship –         

              

fault –              

              

horizontality –            

              

igneous intrusion –           

              

included fragments –          

              

superposition –            

               What is an index fossil and why is it important? 

unconformity –                           

                             

uplift –                             

                             

 

 

Fossil Types:  List the fossil types and define each.   Conditions Necessary to Form Fossils:  List the 3 

        –         conditions necessary to form fossils.  For the rock  

               type that fossils are usually found it, explain why  

               other types are not possible. 

        –                       

                             

                             

        –                       

                             

                             

        –                       

                             

                             

        –                       

                             

                             

        –                       

                             

                            

p

igneous intrusion is younger

than the rocks it intruded.

crack in rock

all rock layers are formed flat/horizontal

where magma fills in cracks in rock

layers

pieces of rack in another rock are

older than the rock they are in.

in undisturbed rock layers, oldest rock layer

is at the bottom, and they youngest are on top.

where rock layers are missing.

tectonic action

Mold

cast

petrified remains

carbon film

original remains

trace fossils

a cavity left by an organism

where the ground hardened before the organism decayed.

where the cavity left by an 

organism has been filled, usually by minerals

wehre there has been a 

molecule-for molecule replacement of the original organism, 

turning it into a rock like objec made of minerals.

is the thing film of a carbon

impression left by an object.

are when the actual remnants 

of an organism are discovered.

are not the actual organism

but rather the evidence that an organism once existed.

12       11      10        9         8         5        4         6         7

3

2

1

lived in a wide geographic area, lived a short time, easily

recongizable.  They help geologist determine ages of other

things found in same rock layer.

1.  quickly buried

2.  hard parts

3.  sedimentary rock

Fossils are usually found in sedimentary rocks.

Heat and pressure(metamorphic rock) would alter or destroy

fossils

Melting into magma and cooling (igneous rock)  would destoy

the fossils.
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Absolute Dating:  Define the terms on the right.  Then use the graph on the left to demonstrate how absolute 

dating by the use of radioactive materials works.  For each half life, place a point on the graph.  Above that point 

put the percentage of daughter material and below the point, put the percentage of parent material, demonstrating 

the relationship between the two amounts. 

 

100_             absolute dating –            

 90_                            

 80_             carbon-14 –             

 70_                            

 60_             daughter material –           

 50_                            

 40_             half life –              

 30_                            

 20_             parent material –            

 10_                            

  0_              radioactive decay –            

   1   2   3   4                 

 

Geologic Time:  There are 4 major geologic divisions of time.  Put them in order of largest to smallest. 

 

1.       2.       3.       4.       

 

In each of the 4 boxes below, indicate the major era represented by the picture.  Additionally, describe the era and 

give its approximate dates.  Finally, indicate the reason that era came to an end.  

 

     

Era:              Era:               

 

Dates:              Dates:               

 

Description of Era:           Description of Era:            

 

                             

 

                             

 

Reason it came to an end:             Reason it came to an end:      

 

                             

 

 

Era:              Era:               

 

Dates:              Dates:               

 

Description of Era:           Description of Era:            

 

                             

 

                             

 

Reason it came to an end:             Reason it came to an end:      

 

                             

 

50%

50%

75%

25%
87.5%

12.5% 92.25%

6.75%

places a numerical age on an event.

method of dating for organic objects only.

resulting decayed material

time requied for half of a radioactive isotobe to decay.

original radioactive material

used to determine absolute age of rocks.

Eon                                              Era                                              Period                                           Epoch

Precambrian

4.6 billion years ago (bya)

1st life appeared, longest era, very few

fossils, 0xygen/Ozone/atmosphere formed.

Paleozoic (means acient life)

lasted 345 million years.

age of marine invertabrates, numerous fossils

1st trilobites, age of fish and Pangea

Mesosic (Middle Life)

225 million years ago to 70 million years ago

Age of reptiles, dinosaurs, 1st birds,

extinction of dinosaurs

Cenozoic

65 million years ago

Age of mammals, rise in mammal poplulation

we are currently living in this era.
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Sample SOL Questions 

 

In which province would clay, sand, and gravel deposits 

be found? 

 

A Appalachian Plateau 

B Valley and Ridge 

C Blue Ridge 

D Coastal Plain 

 

 

Many quarries in Virginia produce crushed stone. What industry uses the most crushed stone? 

A Plastics 

B Construction _ 

C Electronics 

D Steel 

 

There have been no specific questions about the Chesapeake Bay as yet.  However, with the recent 

legislation requiring all Virginia students to have a “Meaningful Watershed Experience”, it is 

expected that specific questions about the Chesapeake Bay will appear on the SOL by 2008-2010. 

 

Application 

One the following pages, you will find diagrams to label, information to be completed or questions to be answered.   

Please complete the pages accurately and study the information contained there. 
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Virginia Geology: Label each of Virginia’s 5 physiographic provinces.  Then complete the table below the map.  If 

it would help, color each province shown on the map a different color.  Then, color each province’s information 

from your completed table with the color that matches the map color. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prov.    Rock Found  Topography    Fossils    Resources    Key Facts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appalachain 
Plateu

Valley
And 
Ridge

Blue Ridge
Mountains

Piedmont

Coastal
Plain

Coastal
Plain

Piedmont

Blue
Ridge
Mtns.

Valley
and 
Ridge

Appalachain
Plateau

sand 
gravel
clay

slate
marble
granite
quartzite

metpamorphic
and 
igneous

limestone
sandstone
shale

sandstone
shale

Flat and coastal

low hills
shallow valleys

extreme faulting and 
folding

caves

deep narrow valleys
steep rugged mountain
 sides

shells, bones, teeth

dinosaur tracks

titanium, minerals,
oil, natural gas

gold, pyrite, coal beds,
methane.

copper, iron, tin, 
turquoise

lime, lead, zinc, iron,
oil, gas, coal

coal, oil fields 320 million years old

550 million years old

205 million years old

has youngest sedimentary rocks
in Virginia.
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States in the Chesapeake Bay Watershed:                  

                             

Virginia Waters’ Watersheds:                     

                             

5 Main Tributaries of the Bay (locate them on the map):              

                             

Estuary (definition):             

                 

Watershed (definition):            

                 

Bay Communities: 

1. SAV -                

                 

2. Marsh Dwellers -              

                 

3. Nekton:                

                 

4. Plankton -               

                 

5. Benthos -               

                 

 

Point Source Pollution -                         

Non-point Source Pollution -                       

 

Estuaries: Describe each estuary shown below.  Indicate the one that is the same type as the Chesapeake Bay.

Virginia, Maryland, West Virginia, Delaware, New York, Pennsylvania

Chesapeake Bay, North Carolina Sound (OBX), Gulf of Mexico

Susquehanna

Potomac

Rappahannock

York

James

semi-enclosed body of water that is connected to 

the sea

drainage area for a bay or river

Submerged Aquatic Vegetation; ducks crabs and eelgrass

Small fish, birds, and marsh grasses

Croaker, spot and menhaden (swimmers of the bay)

Phytoplankton, bacteria and zoo plankton (drifters)

oysters, clams, barnacles, mud crabs (bottom dwellers)

exact location of origin of pollution can be identified

when origin of pollution is from a large area or region.

A type of estuary that forms 
behind sandbars or barrier islands.

it is a river mouth (the end of a river 
where it enters another waterbody like 
one of the Great Lakes) that becomes 
submerged or flooded.

a fjord is a long, narrow inlet with steep sides
 or cliffs, created in a valley carved 
  by glacial activity.

created when the sea fills in the "hole"
 or basin that was 
  formed by the sinking land.
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The Ocean Floor:  Label the items below.  The boxes are for things that need no definition.  The circles are for 

things that should be defined below.  Write the number in the boxes or circles that matches the terms below.  

Color parts of the diagram as needed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Terms for boxed items: The number in parentheses indicates how many times it appears in the picture. 

 

1. Beach (2)    2. Island (1)    3. Water Line/Sea Level (1)    

4. Continents(2)    5. Oceanic Crust (1)   6. Continental Margin made up of continental crust (2) 

 

Terms for circled items: The number in parentheses indicates how many times it appears in the picture.  DEFINE! 

 

1. abyssal plain (1) –                         

                             

2. continental rise (1) –                         

                             

3. continental shelf (2) –                        

                             

4. continental slope (2) –                        

                             

5. guyot (1) –                           

                             

6. mid-ocean ridge (1) –                        

                             

7. rift valley (1) –                          

                             

8. seamount (1) –                          

                             

9. trench (1) –                           

                             

 

The 3 main oceans are:         ,        , and         

 

What is SONAR?                          

4

1

3

2

4

8

5

3

7

6

2

1

9

4 3

1
4

6 5 6

flat land, no tectonic activity

between continental slope and ocean bottom

gentle slope/ shallow water/ at the edge of a continent

sttep slope after continental shelf

flat top seamount, no longer active

chains of underwater mountains located at divergent boundries

in the middle of the mid-ocean ridge, crack in the plates, volcanic activity.

underwater volcano

deepest place in the ocean, narrow channels more than 6 kilometers deep, formed at subduction zones, volcanoes

Atlantic                                            Pacific                                                   Arctic

sound waves used to map the ocean floor
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Current –               Ocean Zones:   Salinity:      

                             

                             

                             

Surface Current –                         

                             

 upwelling -                           

                             

                             

 gyre –                            

                Define the zones found in the ocean. 

 Coriolis Effect –             Surface Layer –          

                             

                             

Deep Current –             Thermocline –          

                             

                             

The two main currents that affect the United States are the   Deep Water Zone –         

                on the east coast               

and the            on the west.              

 

Waves: Put the letter from the diagram with the term below. Things that determine wave sizes:  Define  

Also, define the terms shown below.        the terms below that relate to wave sizes. 

                Wind speed –            

                             

                Fetch –             

                             

                Duration –            

                             

 Crest –               

                Special Waves or terms: Define the terms. 

 Trough –              Breaker –            

                             

 Wavelength –                          

                Tsunami –           

 Wave height –                          

                             

 

Human impacts on oceans –                       

                            

mass movements or flows or cean water.

generated by wind

brings cold nutrient-rich water from the deep ocean

the surface

any large system of rotating ocean currents, particularly 

those involved with large wind movements

a deflection of moving objects when they are 

viewed in a rotating reference frame

A current deep in the ocean..... also they are caused
 
by the density and how cold water sinking down the

 bottom and the warmer rising.

Gulf Stream Current

California  Current

C

B

D

A

top of the wave

bottom of the wave

the distance between 2 adjacent crests

distance between wave crest and trough

pollution, over-fishing harm or deplete resources; chemical pollution/sedimentation threaten

estuaries and oceans.

measure of the

amount of dissolved salts

in the ocean water.

warm from the sun called the mixed

layer because wind waves mix heat evenly in the water

temperature changes rapidly, little 

sunlight, cold temperature

very cold, no sunlight

the speed of wind, the movement of
 
air or other gases in an atmosphere

the distance between the points of minimum and 

maximum water-surface elevation

the length of the gust (duration) determine
 
how big the ripples will become

A wave that has become so steep that the
 
crest of the wave topples forward, moving
 
faster than the main body of the wave

Very large and powerful wave produced

by seismic activity in the ocean floor
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 Hurricanes (typhoons or cyclones in other oceans): large, swirling, low pressure system form over tropical 

oceans. The winds must be at least 120 km per hour to be considered a hurricane (under 120 kph = tropical 

depression or storm).  Their strength is classified based on the wind speeds using the Saffir-Simpson 

Scale: Category 1 is the weakest, Category 5 is the strongest. 

 

Key Vocabulary: Enhanced Fujita Scale, hurricane, Saffir-Simpson Scale, thunderstorms, tornado 

 

Part Five:  Instruments and Forecasting 

Meteorologists study weather. Station models are a combination of symbols used to show current weather 

conditions.  

 Isotherms are lines connecting points of equal temperature.  

 Isobars are lines connecting points of equal pressure. 

Meteorologists use various instruments to measure weather data… 

 Psychrometer (or hydrometer) is used to measure humidity 

 Barometer – atmospheric pressure 

 Thermometer- air temperature 

 Anemometer – wind speed 

 Weather vane – wind direction 

 Rain gauge – amount of precipitation 

 

Key Vocabulary: anemometer, barometer, isobar, isotherm, psychrometer, rain guage, station model, 

thermometer, weather vane 

 

Part Six: Effects of Human and Geologic Activity 

Human activities such as burning fossil fuels have increased CO

2

 levels. High CO

2

 levels produce the greenhouse 

effect. CFC's are decreasing the ozone levels of the upper atmosphere. Ozone blocks harmful UV radiation. 

  

Key Vocabulary: greenhouse effect, ozone 

 

Sample SOL Questions 

 

The chart shows the relationship between altitude and air pressure.  What is 

the approximate air pressure at an altitude of 22 kilometers? 

 

F 40 millibars _ G 120 millibars H 200 millibars J 400 millibars 

 

 

Moist air from the Pacific Ocean rises and cools as it passes from west to 

east over the Sierra Nevada Mountains.  Once it is over the mountain range, 

the air descends and warms on the other side. What is the result of the air 

ascending, then descending over the mountains? 

 

F Desert on the west side of the mountains and heavy rains on the east side 

G Heavy rains on the west side of the mountains and desert on the east side _ 

H Heavy rains on the west side of the mountains and year-round snow on the east 

 side 

J Desert on the east and west sides of the mountains and heavy rains on top of the mountains 

 

 

Which of the following was primarily responsible for the development of life outside of the oceans? 

 

F A decrease in atmospheric hydrogen 

G A decrease in atmospheric carbon dioxide 

H An increase in atmospheric nitrogen 

J An increase in atmospheric oxygen 
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On weather maps, there are lines with tiny triangles on one side. This 

represents — 

 

F cold air moving in the direction the triangles point _ 

G cold air moving opposite the direction the triangles point 

H warm air moving in the direction the triangles point 

J warm air moving opposite the direction the triangles point 

 

 

The label L on the map on the right indicates an area of low — 

 

A temperatures  B pressure  C altitude  D rainfall 

 

 

People have tried many methods to artificially produce rain. One method, 

called cloud seeding, involves airplanes dropping particles of silver iodide onto clouds to help the 

clouds produce rain droplets. These silver iodide particles act as — 

 

A hailstones    B dew points    C electrical charges  D condensation nuclei 

 

Which of these is likely to occur after moist air is cooled below its dew point? 

 

A Water condenses.  B Evaporation increases. C Ice crystals melt.  D Winds are generated. 

 

Water vapor is lighter than many atmospheric gases such as oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide. 

Why then doesn’t water vapor rise above these other gases to a higher level of the atmosphere? 

 

A Water vapor contains other elements that give it weight. 

B The cool atmosphere condenses the rising water vapor and causes it to fall back to Earth. _ 

C The water molecules are attracted to molecules of heavier gases and remain in the lower regions of the 

 atmosphere. 

D There is an attraction among the water vapor molecules to hold them together close to the Earth. 

 

On clear nights in late summer and early fall in the Shenandoah Valley, why does ground fog form in 

the low areas near the Shenandoah River? 

 

F Cool, descending air meets moist air in the low areas near the river. _ 

G Cool, moist air ascends from the river to the hilltops. 

H Warm winds bring moisture from the hills down into the valley. 

J There is more air pollution in the evenings. 

 

Which diagram correctly shows wind motion between pressure areas? 

 

 

 

Application 

One the following pages, you will find diagrams to label, information to be completed or questions to be answered.   

Please complete the pages accurately and study the information contained there.  
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Layers of the Atmosphere:        Land Breezes/Sea Breezes: 

Use the space below the pictures to label the layers and  On the diagrams below, determine which picture is a 

the pauses.  The circles are the layers and the boxes   land breeze and which is a sea breeze.  Label it on the  

are the pauses.            line above the word ‘breeze’.  Also show the direction  

               of air movement AND where the high and low pres- 

               sure areas are the cause the winds to blow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  exosphere      stratosphere 

  ionosphere      thermosphere 

  mesopause      tropopause     Use this set of arrows to show 

  mesosphere     troposphere    how air currents move.  Color the 

  stratopause           warm currents red and the cold 

               currents blue.  Put an “H” where 

Orographics:  Describe why the rains only occur   the pressure is high and an “L”  

on the west side of these mountains.      where the pressure is low. 

 

 

               Solar Heating of the Atmosphere:  Label this  

               diagram with the percentages that are absorbed by 

               Earth, the atmosphere and the amount reflected back 

               out to space. 

                

                             

              

              

              

 

Human Impacts to the Atmosphere: 

List some ways the atmosphere is impacted by the 

following things. 

Volcanoes –            

              

Meteorites –            

                

Humans –               

              

Humans –             

              

Humans –             

              

Discuss why this diagram explains why temperatures  

are warmer at the equator than at the poles. 

              

               

1
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SEA

LAND

L HWIND

H LWIND

because when the warm, moist air rises, on the west side, it

condenses, forming clouds and precipitation on the east side

dry air sinks

pollution increases greenhouse effect and global

warming.

N/A

burning fossil fuels increases CO  levels2

acids form when fulfu oxides from coal-burning

power plants (acid rain).

Equator receives direct sunlight versus the poles that receive

indirect sunlight.
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Precipitation:            Severe Weather: 

Describe the formation for each of these types of    Describe the types of severe weather indicated below. 

precipitation.  Descriptions should include what     Descriptions should include how each is formed and 

parts of the atmosphere are above or below the    how each is measured. 

freezing point.             

Hail –               Thunderstorms –           

                             

Sleet –                             

               Hurricanes –            

Snow –                             

                             

Rain –                             

               Tornadoes –            

Freezing Rain –                           

                             

 

Fronts:  Identify the two types of fronts  Add symbols to the lines on the left to indicate the 4 types of fronts.   

shown here.          Additionally, write a brief description of what the weather is like as   

           each front is present and passes. 

                      Front –       

                             

                      Front –       

                             

                      Front –       

                             

                      Front –       

                             

 

Air Masses: Complete the table below with the appropriate information about air mass characteristics (warm or 

cold, moist or dry and where it forms).  Color the words to help you remember.  Color ‘Very Cold’ purple, ‘Cold’ 

blue, ‘Warm’ red, ‘Dry’ brown, and ‘Moist’ green. 

 

Air Mass Name Abbr. Temp. / Moisture Forms over… 

                   /  

                   /  

                   /  

                   /  

                   /  

 

Weather Map Symbols:  Indicate what each location is used for on a Weather Station Model.  Complete the 

remaining definitions/information requested. 

 

Isobar –              

                

Isotherm –               

                

 

Draw the symbols for the follow (as seen on a station model): 

 

Rain    Snow     Drizzle   T-Storm 

lumps of ice

refreezes in lower atmospher

water vapor changes directly to a solid

liquid drops

refreezes at Earth's surface.

havey rain, lighting, thunder, hail; 

develop at warm moist air.

large, swirling, low pressure system form over

tropical oceans; windes must be at least 120 km/hr

Violent, whirling wind moving over a narrow

path of land; form along fronds w/winds up to 500 km/hr

Cold

Warm

Cold                                              narrow bands of storms

warm                                            wide bands of precipitation

Occluded                                     strong winds andn heavy

precipitation

stationary                                    light wind and precipitation

Continental Arctic                                          cA            extremely cold       dry                               very high latitudes

Continetal Polar                                            cP                                 cold   dry                               high latitudes

Maritime Polar                                              mP                                 cold  humid                          cold oceans
Continental Tropical                                     cT                                   hot     dry                             warm land areas

Maritime Tropical                                          mT                                 hot    humid                         wam seas/oceans

amount of cloud
cover

Wind SpeedWind Direction

line that connects point of equal pressure

line that connects points of equal temperature

* * ' '
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Part Six: History and Contributions of the Space Program 

A body that orbits a larger body is called a satellite.  A moon is considered to be a natural satellite.  However, since 

the space program began in the 1950’s, there have been many man-made satellites orbiting Earth, both manned 

and unmanned. 

 In 1957 the former Soviet Union launched Sputnik 1, the Earth’s first artificial satellite (remember the 

movie October Sky?).   

 In 1958, the United States launched its first Satellite, Explorer 1.  The first spacecraft to leave Earth and 

reach lunar (around the moon) orbit was part of the Luna series of space probes launched by the former 

Soviet Union.  

 At the same time that the Luna series was in progress, the United States launched the Pioneer space 

probes.    

 On July 20, 1969, Apollo 11 astronauts Neil Armstrong and Edwin ‘Buzz’ Aldrin Jr., became the first 

people to walk on the moon.  Between 1969 and 1972 the United States sent six Apollo spacecraft to the 

moon. A total of 12 people have walked on the moon…2 per successful mission. 

 Pioneer, Mariner, Voyager, and Venera are the names of some of the spacecraft launched from Earth to 

explore the solar system in the 1970’s and 1980’s.   

 The Space Shuttle program began in April 1981, restarting manned space flight.  Since then, there have 

been over 100 shuttle missions.  Many of the shuttle missions were designed to perform rescue and repair 

missions for satellites already in orbit 

 More recent probes include Spirit, Opportunity and Phoenix which are currently exploring Mars, Cassini and 

its probe, Huygens, are currently exploring Saturn, Messenger is currently exploring Mercury and New 

Horizons is on its way to Pluto and should arrive in 2015…it left in 2007!  It will be the first probe sent to 

Pluto. 

 

Key Vocabulary: Apollo 11, Edwin (Buzz) Aldrin, Neil Armstrong 

 

Part Seven: Origin and Evolution of the Universe 

Using the Doppler Effect, Edwin Hubble and other astronomers saw that the galaxies were redshifted which 

means they are moving away from each other.  In other words, the universe is expanding. Astronomers needed a 

theory to explain this observation.  Today scientists have a theory called the Big Bang Theory.  The “Big Bang” 

Theory is a leading theory for the formation of the universe. According to this theory, approximately 15 billion 

years ago the universe began expanding out of an enormous explosion. The galaxies are still flying away from the 

point of the big bang.  After the big bang, the matter in the universe started to condense and form galaxies. 

Galaxies are systems containing millions or even billions of stars. We live in the Milky Way, which is a part of a 

small cluster of 17 galaxies called the local group. 

 

Key Vocabulary: Big Bang Theory, redshift 

 

Sample SOL Questions 

When Venus passes between the Earth and the sun, it is visible as a tiny black 

dot on the sun’s bright disk. Why is Mars never visible in this same way? 

 

F The orbit of Mars is more eccentric than that of Venus. 

G The orbit of Mars is outside that of the Earth’s orbit. _ 

H Mars is too small to be seen against the backdrop of the sun. 

J Mars shines too brightly to be visible against the sun. 

 

 

In addition to Earth’s orbit, which planets’ orbits are shown? 

 

F Mars and Jupiter  G Jupiter and Saturn  H Venus and Mars   J Mercury and Venus 

 

 

During which of these phases of the moon will the tides be highest? 
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Which layer of the sun is the most dense? 

 

F Chromosphere 

G Photosphere 

H Core _ 

J Corona 

 

 

The sun emits energy by converting hydrogen into helium. What is this process called? 

 

F Fusion _ 

G Fission 

H Sunspot formation 

J Solar wind 

 

 

Which of the evolutionary stages of a massive star shown here is 

called a supernova? 

 

F 1 

G 2 

H 3 

J 4 

 

 

In 1912, an astronomer at Arizona’s Lowell Observatory noticed that the lines in the spectra of most 

galaxies shifted toward the red end of the spectrum. Another American astronomer, Edwin Hubble, 

later interpreted this discovery as evidence that — 

 

F galaxies were once part of one huge megagalaxy 

G an explosion will one day result from the pressure building as the galaxies expand 

H galaxies are moving away from each other in a constantly expanding universe _ 

J the largest galaxies are slowly engulfing their smaller neighbors 

 

 

The first manned-mission to land on the moon was commanded by Neil Armstrong and was called — 

 

F Apollo 11 _   G Gemini 3   H Viking 2    J Mariner 7 

 

 

Which of these facts is the best supporting evidence that the universe is expanding? 

 

A The stars vary in chemical composition. 

B The galaxies are moving away from each other. _ 

C The galaxies can spin to form eddies. 

D The universe is filled with galaxies of different sizes. 

 

Application 

One the following pages, you will find diagrams to label, information to be completed or questions to be answered.   

Please complete the pages accurately and study the information contained there. 
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Planets in Our Solar System:  Complete the table below with the requested information about the planets in our 

solar system.  Use the diagram below to help you complete the table.  Also, show the location of the asteroid belt. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

# 

 

Planet Name 

Terrestrial  

or Gaseous 

# of 

Moons 

 

Composition of Atmosphere 

 

1 Key Fact 

1 

     

2 

     

3 

     

4 

     

5 

     

6 

     

7 

     

8 

     

9 

     

 

 

Galaxies: In the space on the right, describe the galaxy  Other things in space: Define the terms below. 

type.  In the space on the left, draw a picture of it. 

 

Picture Galaxy type 

 Spiral –  

 

 

 Barred Spiral –  

 

 

 Elliptical –  

 

 

 Irregular –  

 

 

 

Telescopes:  Describe and sketch the two major types of telescopes indicated below. 

 

Refracting Telescope          Reflecting Telescope 

 

 

 

Comet –             

              

Asteroid –             

              

Meteoroid –            

              

Meteor –             

              

Meteorite –             

              

 

Define these 2 key theories. 

Big Bang –          

           

           

           

Solar Nebula –         

           

           

approximately 15 billion years ago

the universe began expanding out of an 

enourmous explosion

debris left over from beginning

of the universe condensed to from the sun and

planets

Mercury                             T

Venus                                T

Earth                                  T

Mars                                   T

Jupiter                                G

Saturn                                G

Uranus                               G

Neptune                             G

Pluto                                  G

central core, nucleaus black hole, arms

central core, bar of stars, arms

central core, no arms, nearly circular
or oval

no central core, no arms, no 
organized shape

mass of frozen gasses dust and rock particles

rocky or metallic iron objects ranging in sizes from

mm to km

small rockly object that travels in space.

meteoroid that enters the Earth's atmosphere and 

burns up

Meteor that doesn't completely burn up and strikes

Earth

type of optical telescope that uses a lens as its 
objective to form an image

optical telescope which uses a single or 
combination of curved mirrors that reflect
 light and form an image
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Stages in Star Formation: Fill in the blanks using the  Solar Features: Using the letters with the terms, 

terms or the letter for that term listed below the diagram. match the features in the diagram to their term. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               a. chromosphere d. flare  f. prominence 

               b. core   e. photosphere g. sunspot 

               c. corona 

  a. black dwarf    f. protostar    

  b. black hole    g. red giant   Ancient Astronomers:  Next to the name of each of  

  c. main-sequence   h. supergiant   the early astronomers, state one major contribution  

  d. nebula     i. supernova   they made to our understanding of astronomy. 

  e. neutron star   j. white dwarf    

 

History of Astronomy:  The two diagrams below model  

two different theories of the order of the objects in the  

solar system.  Place the name below the model.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               Eclipses:  Identify and label the eclipses.  Use the  

               letters for the terms below to identify the parts of the 

               eclipses.  Circle ‘Solar” or “lunar” to identigy the type. 

                           

 

                            Solar 

                              or 

                            Lunar? 

                

                   

                

                            Solar 

                               or 

                            Lunar? 

                

                

                

                (E) Earth   (S) Sun    (U) Umbra 

                (M) Moon   (P) Penumbra  

Nicolaus Copernicus –          

               

Tycho Brahe –            

               

Johannes Kepler –           

               

Galileo Galilei –            

               

Sir Isaac Newton –           

               

 

Nebula (d)

Protostar (f)

main sequence (c)

supergiant (h)

Supernova (i)

Neutron
star (e)

red giant (g)

white dwarf (j)  

black hole (b)

Heliocentric

Geocentric

Sun

Moon

Earth

Sun

Moon

Earth

f

d

g c

b

 

first person to say the Earth was not 

the center of the universe.

astronomer who did the most accurate 

measurements of the sky ever without a telescope.

discoverd that the Earth and plants travel

around the Sun

discovered four largest moons of Jupiter

considered the greatest and most 

influential scientist to ever live.

black dwarf (a)

a

e


